
YOUR GUIDE TO THE GRAM 

PROFILE PERFECTION101  

YOUR PHOTO:  

Hey girl, a picture is worth 1000 words- so make sure yours tells a good 
story! Here are some ‘tips’ when choosing your profile pic!  

GOOD quality photo! You don’t need a professional to take your 
photo- just use your free photography assistant (THE SUN) and make 
sure your photo is clear, crisp and has good lighting!  

YOU! Unless you sell a physical product, your photo should be of YOU.  

EYE CATCHING: People will see your photo whenever you engage on 
IG (comment on posts, like posts ect…) So your photo should be eye 
catching! It should make someone think “hmm, what’s this about…I want 
to click on this name nowwwww”  

IG Handle: Like your profile pic, your name should be clean, crisp and 
CLEAR! You don’t need to add your postal code or the last 4 digits to 
your phone number…or eight underscores. You have grown up since 
your junior high hotmail account days.  

*TIP* DO nottttt change your profile picture all the time, because it will confuse 
people. Lululemon doesn’t think “hmmm, let’s change our logo tomorrow, we are 
bored of our current logo” People will get associate you with your ‘brand image’ 
so try not to be all over the place!  



WHEN YOUR HUMANS LAND ON YOUR PROFILE 

Here is what happens in their brain: 

A. Who are you  
B. What do you do  
C. How can you help them/add value to their life  

HOOKLINE (A.K.A YOUR BIO) 

Your hooklike is essentially the sign that hangs outside of your 
metaphorical office door. It tells people WHO you are and WTF you 
do. This will allow them do decide if they want to follow you or not 
(along with the look of your profile) 

Before we dive in- answer the following (remember clarity is key!) 

Hello, I’m __________ (name- duh) 

And I am a ____________ (incert title here and make it a CLEAR and 
REAL thing. Don't use weird magical words that will confuse people)  

Who are struggling with ______________ (pick 2-3 here- you can 
change it based on who you are working with) 

And instead wants to ___________ (pick 2-3 options of what your 
ideal client wants to achieve and experience!!)  



A-B HOOKLINE 

This type of hookline will position you as the expert and allow your ideal client to 
relate to you!  

I Went from ______ to ______. And now I help women do the same!  

I went from “Anxious and Afraid” to “Confident and Happy”  

I went from “Over weight and afraid of running” and now run half marathons and 
love my body.  

I dont care what you put here- just show some of your vulnerability. People want 
to know you have struggled too- because they LIKELY are looking up to you in 
some way if they are considering working with you. Show them what is possible!  

CLEAR CATCHY PROFILE!  

1. Name (DUH) 
2. Your Niche “I help/teach people to _____” 
3. Fact about yourself (That is going to be appealing to 
your target audience) -also this can help you to reiterate 
your brand story!  
4. CTA: Call to Action! Something that gets people to CLICK 
on a link or gets you their email address! 



LET’S BRAINSTORM A BIT?!  

What are the specific problems/issue you help your client solve?  

HOW do you help them solve them/this? 



 

ANALYTICS APPS  

Ok, here is the deal…. it can be SO easy to become obsessed about Instagram 
algorithms and trends. People will follow you and they will unfollow you- and 
sometimes you will never know why. Don’t over think it!!! I personally do not ever 
check who unfollows me, because IDGAF and I don’t need that kind of energy in my 
life!  

BUT looking at which posts perform the best can help you learn more about what 
your audience is into! So- Get yourself an Analytics app and look fill out the 
following!  

1. What posts have been my BEST performing posts:  
2. What do these posts have in common VISUALLY?  
3. What do these posts have in common CONTENT wise?  
4. What are my least best performing posts?  
5. What do these posts have in common?  
6. What kind of comments do I get the most? 

SOME APPS YOU CAN GET:  Reports for Instagram (my fave), Followers 
Pro, Follower Tracker, Analytics for Instagram  



CONTENT THAT CONVERTS  

Who do you follow and Why?  

Five people I follow (that I love) 
1.   
2.
3.
4.
5.  

What do I love most about their account that I can recreate?  

BE REAL (People are into that)  

It is way to easy to pretend to be someone else, or to copy paste a quote to slap 
into your caption. Being authentic requires you to be VULNERABLE. The more real you 
are with people, the more they will resonate with you and feel like they KNOW you. 
WARNING: Some people will not like you, this is just a fact of life!  

How will you be authentic on Instagram:  

CAPTIONS THAT CONVERT 

Caption Checklist:  Before you press ‘post’ on that well thought out, sentimental 
caption of yours…make sure you answer the following:  

1. Does this align with my brand message? 
2. Is this adding value to the life of my ideal client?  
3. Can my idea client relate to this?  
4. Did I spell this right (….)  
5. Is there a CALL TO ACTION: Make sure it leads to action, because action = 

Sales.  



VISUALLY APPEALING:  

SPACE IT OUT! For the LOVE OF GOD, please make sure you SPACE out your 
caption because noooo one wants to read your massive paragraph, unless 
maybe your mom or your grandma have Instagram! 

People will be WAY more likely to read your post if it’s broken up into chunks! It also 
doesn’t hurt to throw in an Emoji or two!  

Here is an example from my own feed of a spaced out caption, vs a NON 
spaced out caption:  

WITHOUT : 
Every summer I say I’m going to join some kind of rec sports league.. and every 
summer I end up drinking on patios and going on bad dates. Not this year folks. 
If I’ve learned anything over the last few months, it’s that we need to keep moving 
towards whatever we feel aligned with and drawn to. Big changes have been in 
the works for me- so I figured ‘what the hell’ and I put together a slo-pitch team. 
Last night I drove to the baseball diamond with @kdhibbert googling things like 
“what happens if someone catches the ball...” I was horrified and so close to faking 
my own fall down a flight of stairs to get out of playing. But luckily- we ended up 
out there with the greatest, funnest humans possible. It feels so great to bring so 
many amazing people together and it feels even better to do things I thought I 
couldn’t do. Stop believing whatever story you tell yourself about yourself and 
write a new one. Decide you’re good at sports, math, making friends, dating.. 
whatever! Just write a new story and run with it.  



WITH: 
Every summer I say I’m going to join some kind of rec sports league..  
and every summer I end up drinking on patios and going on bad dates.  
Not this year folks. 
. 
If I’ve learned anything over the last few months, it’s that we need to keep 
moving towards whatever we feel aligned with and drawn to. 
. 
Big changes have been in the works for me- so I figured ‘what the hell’ and I 
put together a slo-pitch team. 
. 
Last night I drove to the baseball diamond with @kdhibbert googling things 
like “what happens if someone catches the ball...”  
I was horrified and so close to faking my own fall down a flight of stairs to get 
out of playing. 
. 
But luckily- we ended up out there with the greatest, funnest humans possible.  
It feels so great to bring so many amazing people together and it feels even 
better to do things I thought I couldn’t do. 
. 
Stop believing whatever story you tell yourself about yourself and write a new 
one.  
Decide you’re good at sports, math, making friends, dating.. whatever!  
Just write a new story and run with it.  

HAVE A CALL TO ACTION:  

A call to action is what INVITES people to interact with you- it’s like opening 
the door and saying COME ON IN WE ARE OPEN!  

This post doesn’t have one, but if it did, it might say:  

• When was the last time you did something scary!? 
• Double tap if you’re ready to write a new story 
• Drop a (baseball emoji) if you agree! 



IDEAS TO HELP YOU 

Here are some caption starter ideas from the amazing JENNA KUTCHER who is 
an IG wiz!  

Here are some CTA ideas: 



GENRES AND CATEGORIES FOR YOUR FEED 

You can divide your feed into FIVE different categories- this will SAVE you from getting 
stuck, and it allows people to get to know you through different avenues! 

PICK 5 THINGS and then keep moving through them on your feed!  

EXAMPLE:  

Topic One: My Dog  
Topic Two: Yoga 
Topic Three: Travel 
Topic Four: Work/Behind Scenes  
Topic Five: Tips  

THEMES for your topics!! 
For example, every Monday you could have a Behind the Scenes post where you 
share something about your life!  

1. EDUCATION: Teach them something  
2. INSPIRATION: Inspire them   
3. BEHIND THE SCENES: Your life, work, dog…ect  
4. COMMUNITY: Showcase people, connect people…ect 



PLAN PLAN PLAN!  

Never post in realtime….ever! This is your job, so put some time and thought 
into it :) I use the PLANN APP!  

the PLANN app allows you to plan out your posts visually in advance, so you 
know what your grid is going to look like! You can also schedule all your 
posts! 



WHAT TO POST!  

Here are some post ideas! Remember for these photos to also tell a STORY! Let us 
in, be vulnerable with us and share thoughtful details about each post!  

You can post in ANY order! But here are some ideas to get your started!  

1. Your go to coffee place- share that entrepreneur life!  
2. Your workspace  
3. The last book you read and what inspired you about it  
4. Your favourite things!  
5. Share a photo of your city or town and tell us why you love it/live there  
6. Share a member of your tribe! Dog, husband, baby!  
7. Post a photo of yourself and share 5 random facts with u!  
8. A Quote AND HOW YOU RELATE TO IT!! Not just the quote  
9. Answer a frequently asked question  
10. Run a contest!  
11. Give  shoutout to someone in your community! 
12. Ask for advice or input!   
13. Behind the scenes of a project you're working on  
14. A photo of a trip or experience you've had and how it affected you  
15. Your latest purchase and why you purchased it!  
16. A photo of the best gift you've ever been given  
17. A photo of what inspires you the most  
18. Share some tips in your area of expertise 
19. A part of your brand story *NOTE: try to find the stories within your brand 

story and tell those!  
20. Educate us!  
21. Share/Feature a client  
22. Promote one of your offers  
23. Share a struggle and how you over came it  
24. Talk about why/how you started your business  
25. Share your routine  
26. Share a memorable memory that relates to your business  
27. Share a goal you are working towards!  
28. Start a conversation! Ask a question and share your own answer and sk 

your audience to share too.  
29. REGRAM an old photo or do a throwback and talk about the shift/change 

since then! 
30. A childhood story and how it has shaped you.  



BUILD  A FOLLOWING  

TIPS TO BUILD YOUR FOLLOWING:  

1. Post consistently. THIS IS THE KEY. Stay relevant and fresh in peoples minds.  
2. Take 5 min a day to reply to comments and engage with other grammers! 
3. Go to other posts and pages and engage with their content OR THEIR stories! 
4. Write posts that are unique and authentic! So that people want MORE 
5. Tag local influencers or accounts that will regram!  
6. Host a Giveaway  
7. GET ON IG LIVE AND STORIES! Video is the new photo guys.  
8. Cross Promote! (find someone in your niche who you can colab with and cross 

promote!  
9. Use *the appropriate* Hashtags in your photos!  

FINDING YOUR PEEPS:  

Need help finding your peeps?! Go to a competitors IG and see who follows them- 
see who is commenting and liking their posts and then GO engage with that person! 
Chances are, if they like your ‘competitor’ they will love you :)  

HASHTAGS FOR YOUR GENRES/TOPICS/CATEGORIES  

1. Not sure what hashtags to use? Start by typing one that i relent to your industry 
into the IG Search bar, and see what other ‘suggested tags’ come up!  

2. Make sure you are using RELEVANT hashtags! Once you figure out what kind of 
content you will be posting, you can have a few different ‘groups; of hashtags to 
copy and paste!  

3. Figure out what hashtags your ideal client USES an would SEARCH! Make a list of 
10, and then for each one, come up with three others that fit UNDER it.  



MY FAVE APPS 

I can’t tell you HOW to edit your photo, but I can tell you- please keep it 
consistent! Remember, great lighting and CLEAR photos will go a LONG way!  

Here are some of my FAVE apps!  

PLANN 
Face Tune  
A Color Story  
Air Brush  
Pic Tap Go 
Snap Seed  
Darkroom  
Phonto 

Not sure HOW to edit those bad boys? YOUTUBE is literally 
your BFFFFFF and will show you everything you need to 
know about HOW to edit your photos like a BOSS!! 








